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The current state of educational technologies allows the design of a new kind of tools and frameworks that can use well known Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, such as Planning and Scheduling, to improve some aspects of the educational process. The quality of virtual education courses can be improved by automatically detecting flaws and providing alternatives, or solutions, to the educational designers. Nowadays, most educational platforms are designed to aid educators in both design the course contents and controlling interactions with students. We propose a new AI-based approach that could be used by educators to monitor, measure and detect problems in their deployed courses. We describe the main issues related to AI techniques and e-Learning technologies, and how the Longlife Learning processes and problems can be represented, detected and managed by using an integration of planning and scheduling techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

CURRENT E-LEARNING and virtual education technologies have experienced an increasing research interest thanks to the use of information technologies and the Internet [1, 2]. The use of these technologies has generated a new kind of tools and frameworks that can be used by educators to design, deploy and control courses. Several well-known e-Learning standards, such as IMS [3], SCORM [4] or LOM [5], are currently used to define and develop new adaptive virtual-based education tools [6]. These tools support the creation of personalized learning designs (LD) [7]. These new designs make it possible to reuse and exchange useful information among different platforms. They can be used by educators (and/or course designers) not only to define the contents of a course (i.e. by using the IMS LD specification), but also to create adaptive and personalized learning flows, so that the educational system can monitor and control the whole learning process.

Most of the e-learning environments currently available contain pre-fixed courses where the user navigates and learns concepts. Some e-learning tools include Situation Learning (SL) courses where the user is presented with different predefined situations where (s)he has to choose among different options. The drawback of this type of course is that nothing is dynamically generated and a lot of effort is required to create challenging situations that keep student attention. Although instructors can get statistics as well as other information about student progress, there is still a lack of feedback from previous users, about the tool, the instructors, what the user is interested in and future users. Among the tools developed on this direction we can mention the CourseVis system [8] and the Dynamic Assembly Engine [9]. An approach for automatic course generation (in some ways similar to the one presented in this paper) is the work of Ulrich [10] who uses an AI hierarchical task network (HTN) planner called JSHOP [11] that assembles learning objects retrieved from one or several repositories to create a whole course. Not only can our approach link learning objects, but it can also schedule them along a period of time and consider previous student results to generate different Learning Designs (LD). Planning and scheduling techniques have already been used in some approaches such as [12, 13]. They also use AI Planning and Scheduling techniques to automatically build a LD from the IMS-LD standard. But they do not use any deployment learning tool where students can interact or try to improve the LD using the results obtained from the students. Our approach can customize the course to each student. But the other approaches are very general and more oriented to the definition of the courses and not the students’ requirements. Planning algorithms have also been used in the area of Adaptive
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Hypermedia. In [14] reactive planning of contents for
instruction makes it possible to provide
adapted tutoring and coaching through plan
repairs and complete replanning. In [15] planning
is used for composition of Adaptive Web Services,
with the goal of fulfilling dynamically changing
requirements based on meta descriptions and func-
tional properties of Web services, along with the
initial 'state of the world' and the desired goal.

Here we present a new approach to the problem
of control and monitoring Learning Design
courses that integrates Artificial Intelligence (AI)
techniques, such as Automated Planning and Sched-
uling, to develop an educational solving/reason-
ing module. These techniques are used to
automatically solve problems related to course
design aspects like unit of learning timing and
ordering. Wrong decisions taken regarding the
previous issues can be detected based on the
educators/students interactions by using a statisti-
cal module. For example, tests and exams
proposed by educators can be used by a statistical
subsystem to automatically detect those units of
learning where the success rate is under an
expected threshold defined by the educators.

The methodology proposed involves the integra-
tion of an existing e-Learning platform with an AI
based reasoning system [16]. In order to do so it
will be necessary to map the metadata provided by
the educators, as well as the results obtained from
educators/students interactions, into an appropri-
ate representation that could be used by any
planner and scheduler to reason about plans.
Those plans could be finally translated into a
new Learning Design that the educators can
check and verify. The main advantage of this
approach, in comparison to other adaptive tutoring
systems and e-learning platforms, is that in
existing systems the adaptation is based only on
current student behaviour. However, the proposed
approach uses the information collected from the
interactions of all the students enrolled in the
course since its first deployment. In this way,
adaptation evolves from an individual to a
global-based adaptation.

We use a metadata-based model representation
that is used to manage Learning Designs for the
Higher Education courses [17]. This model is
instantiated in a particular course programme,
implemented by using a specific adaptive learning
tool, named TANGOW (Task-based Adaptive
learNer Guidance On the Web) [4]. The proposed
metadata model representation allows us to specify
an ‘annotated’ course that incorporates new
semantic information related to the contents of
the course. This model can be used by a planning/
scheduling module, which automatically recom-
mends several modifications in the learning modu-
le’s duration and ordering. We show how, by using
the selected e-learning platform and a statistical
module, it is possible to automatically generate an
appropriate representation that can be used by a
particular integrated planning and scheduling
system (named IPSS). In other words, we describe
a new planning domain that can be used in e-
Learning environments, and shows how it is pos-
sible to integrate planners and schedulers by using
a metadata-mapping process.

TANGOW

The TANGOW system allows tutors to create
Web-based courses that adapt their contents and
their navigational structure to the student who
accesses the course. This adaptation is based on
student features (background, goals, language, . . . )
as well as on interactions with the course (accessed
pages, results obtained when solving exercises,
time spent to understand each concept, . . . ).
Although adaptation involves an increased effort
in the design phase of a course, from the student
point of view it represents an advantage over
courses whose contents and structure are static.

Basis of TANGOW

As depicted in Fig. 1, the TANGOW system has
two main components:

TANGOW designer tool

This tool is used by the course designers (usually
teachers) to create Web-based courses. To do this,
the designer must specify the learning activities
that are part of the course being designed.
TANGOW uses the term teaching task to refer
to a learning activity in a wide sense.
A teaching task can be a theoretical explanation
about a concept, an exercise, or an example. In
addition, the designer must establish an order or a
sequencing among the learning activities. In
TANGOW, task ordering is implemented by
using rules of the form:

Ti → T1, T2, . . . , Tn (sequencing mode,
activation condition),

where Ti, T1, T2, . . . , Tn are teaching tasks.
A rule can be read as ‘in order to consider task Ti
as achieved by a student, tasks T1, T2, . . . , Tn

Fig. 1. TANGOW system components.
must be achieved in the order specified by the sequencing mode'. Three different sequencing modes are available: AND indicates that T1, T2, . . . , Tn must all be achieved in the order established in the rule. ANY indicates that T1, T2, . . . , Tn must all be achieved but the order is irrelevant. OR indicates that at least one of the T1, T2, . . . , Tn tasks must be achieved.

A rule can only be applied if its activation condition is fulfilled. Rule conditions can relate to the student profile (age, knowledge level, . . . ), or to the actions performed by a student when interacting with a course.

**The TANGOW runtime system**

When a student wants to access a course, it connects to the TANGOW runtime system through the Web. The runtime system consists basically of a selection of the most appropriate tasks to be proposed to each student according to the rules that are activated when their condition is satisfied.

The courses generated with the TANGOW system are adaptive, that is, different students will be proposed different activities and will be presented with different materials each time, in a different sequence (and with different flexibility guidance) depending on their needs and preferences. Adaptation is implemented by making use of the two TANGOW course components: tasks and rules. Adaptation is achieved because rule activation conditions relate to student features as well as to their interactions with the system (i.e. concepts already mastered, exam results, solved exercises, etc.). Therefore, different activities can be proposed each time depending on those parameters, which gives rise to different course structures. In addition, for explanation of the concept corresponding to a task, different versions can be supplied by the course designer. These versions can vary according to the student language, knowledge of the course subject, or disability level (if any).

More details about the fundamentals of TANGOW and its rule-based adaptation mechanism can be found in [18].

**TANGOW log files**

All the information related to the interaction of each student with the system is stored in log files. These log files not only reflect all the actions the student carries on during the course, but also keep all the information needed between sessions. In that way, the TANGOW system has precise knowledge about where the student left the course during a previous visit. Log files are divided into three sections: student profile, tasks and trace.

1) **Student profile.** This section contains the attributes, values of the student profile. These values are constant for the course. For example, the profile section for a given student can be defined by:

   - `<profile>`

2) **<feature name="goal" value="detailed"/>**

3) **<feature name="backgroundC" value="no"/>**

4) **<feature name="knowledge" value="novice"/>**

5) **</profile>**

The example describes a student interested in studying the subject in depth, without previous background in language C and a novice regarding data structures.

2) **Tasks.** This section describes the current state of already visited tasks, as well as the tasks currently scheduled by the system, according to the student profile and the course rules. For each task, the relevant attributes for this proposal are:

   - name: task id.
   - initTime: timestamp of the task starting.
   - activityType: either theoretical (T), practical (P) or example (E).
   - grade: score in the task.
   - complete: level of completeness of the task.
   - visits: number of times the student has accessed to the task.
   - parent: parent task.

For example, the following description corresponds to a practical activity (activityType = 'P'), already completed by the student (complete = '1.0') with a mark of 7.10 (grade = 0.7). The student has visited this task six times (visits = '6').

   `<task name="ADTTypeCExer">
   <attribute name="initTime" value="2007-03-28T21:34:03"/>
   <attribute name="activityType" value="P"/>
   <attribute name="grade" value="0.7"/>
   <attribute name="complete" value="1.0"/>
   <attribute name="visits" value="6"/>
   <attribute name="parent" value="ADT"/>
   </task>`

3) **Trace.** This last section contains the complete trace of the interaction of the student with the course. It stores information about each action taken by the student. The types of actions recorded are: task starting, task leaving or task (either complete or not) revisiting. The information recorded in each line (entry) of the trace section includes, among other data:

   - task: task id.
   - complete: it indicates the level of completeness of the task.
   - numVisits: number of visits to this task.
   - success: it indicates whether the task is considered successful or not.
   - timestamp: recorded entry time.
   - type: action of the student; the action executed can be:

   * **"START-SESSION"**: beginning of the learning session; used to divide sessions.
* “FIRSTVISIT”: first time a task is visited.
* “REVISIT”: any subsequent visit to the task.
* “LEAVE-COMPOSITE”: the student leaves the composed task.
* “LEAVE-_ATOMIC”: the student leaves the atomic task.
  - taskType: theoretical (T), practical (P) or example (E).

As an example, the following data correspond to two log entries for the student from the previous examples:

```
<entry taskId="ADTTypExer"
   complete="0.0" numvisits="2" success="no"
   timestamp="2007-03-06T19:24:33"
   type="REVISIT" activityType="P"/>
<entry taskId="ADTTypExer"
   complete="1.0" numvisits="2"
   success="no"
   timestamp="2007-03-06T19:31:43"
   type="LEAVE-_ATOMIC"
   activityType="P"/>
```

The previous two entries reflect the situation in which a student accesses the task “ADTTypExer” for the second time (type="REVISIT" and numvisits="2"). The student has not yet completed this task successfully. In fact, at the first time of access no progress was made (complete="0.0" and success="no"). In addition, the timestamp of this second access is “2007-03-06T19:24:33”.

The second entry reports the student leaving the task. The differences from the first entry are: the task was already completed but not successfully (complete="1.0" and success="no"). The timestamp (2007-03-06T19:21:43) reflects that the (simulated) student has used 7:10 minutes to complete the task.

**EXAMPLE OF TANGOW-BASED COURSE**

This course deals with Data Structures in C. The main components are tasks related to: Abstract Data Types (ADT): creation and use; Stacks; Queues; Lists; and Binary Trees.

As in any TANGOW-based course, the Data Structures course is described by means of:

1) a set of tasks,
2) a set of multimedia contents to be used for dynamic page generation (with different fragment versions, when considered appropriate),
3) a set of rules to describe the adaptation to be carried out.

As the most relevant components of this work are tasks and rules, these will be the ones described below. The specific course structure is dynamically generated for each student according to his/her features and needs.

In the sample course, three student features are considered with adaptation purposes:

1) The **goal** of the student: whether he/she prefers to receive in-depth information and to take part in different activities rather than getting a more general overview of the topics involved without participating in many activities.
2) The student’s previous knowledge of data structures and abstract data types.
3) The student’s background using C programming language.

The tutor can propose different tasks or provide different contents for each task depending on the student’s attributes. Moreover, the organization of tasks within the course can also be different according to the users’ features.

For example, the tasks to be accomplished by students wanting to learn about Abstract Data Types (ADT task) are selected according to their goal and background. Students with `goal = general` will be presented with activities ADTIntro (a brief introduction to the subject), ADTStrCSam (examples of data structures in C) and ADTTypCSam (examples of type definition in C). They will be able to access these tasks in any order. Figure 2a shows the tasks to be accomplished by this type of student, as well as the organization of these tasks within the course.

Regarding students who want to get more detailed information about the subject but have no previous knowledge of C language (`goal = detailed & backgroundC = no`), the course designer wants them to access the same introduction and, afterwards, tasks related to data structures in C (ADTStrC, which includes more subtasks related to the definition of data structures, the operations applicable to them, examples and exercises) and type definition in C (ADTTypC, also including theory, examples and exercises about this subject), in this order (Fig. 2b).

![Fig. 2. Course structures desired for each type of student.](image)
With respect to students who also want detailed information and have previous knowledge of C ({\textit{goal = detailed} & \textit{backgroundC = yes}}), the tutor wants them to skip the theoretical explanations about data structures and type definition in C. Therefore, the same introductory task will be followed by examples and exercises about data structures and type definition in C. The tutor also wants them to be directly guided through the execution of these tasks (Fig. 2c).

In order to achieve the goals described above regarding the course structure, the tutor has specified the rules shown in Fig. 3.

These rules feed the dynamic course generation mechanism that builds courses on the fly. More specifically, this set of rules led to the generation of the alternative course structures described above. For each rule, the following attributes must be specified: a composed task to be tackled; the subtasks that are part of that task; a sequencing mode from those described above; and, finally, a rule precondition, which specifies the users for whom the rule will be activated. Rule preconditions make it possible to vary the tasks to be proposed and the navigational guidance to be provided according to the user the tasks are intended for.

In another part of the course, the tasks to be presented depend on user knowledge of the subject. For example, when studying the theoretical application on stacks, the general idea of this application will be presented to novice students before the pseudo-code. However, advanced students will be directly carried to the pseudo-code. Finally, students who want general information about the whole subject will be presented with examples of different applications, while students wishing to study the subject in depth will be presented with tasks including theory, examples and exercises in each application. Tasks are defined just once, and rules represent the organization and sequencing of these tasks for different types of students. Therefore, when certain tasks appear as composed tasks or subtasks in different rules, they are in fact references to unique tasks defined just once.

The course structure generated at runtime for a novice student with previous knowledge of C, who

![Fig. 3. Structural rules related to the ADT task and subtask.](image)

![Fig. 4. Structure generated regarding ADTs with previous knowledge of C for a novice student who wants detailed information.](image)
wants detailed information, is shown in Fig. 4. The selection of rules whose preconditions are satisfied by this student generates the annotated table of contents shown in the figure which represents the course structure. In this annotated table of contents, links to tasks are annotated according to the semaphore metaphor: a green link indicates that the task is available and its accomplishment is recommended at this time; red indicates that it is not available yet; and yellow represents that the task is available, although not recommended yet.

AUTOMATIC GLOBAL COURSE MONITORING AND REDESIGN

In order to control and automatically redesign courses into a particular learning platform, we have used IPSS [19], an AI planning/scheduling system. IPSS is able to build a solution based on the precedence relations imposed by the time and resource constraints applicable to activities (or learning tasks) implied in the problem. Each task has a set of preconditions that have to be true in order to execute the task, and a set of effects that will be true once the task has been completed. This information will be specified in the Domain file. The information related to students, teachers, specific durations of the learning tasks, etc. will be included in the Problem file. This file will be updated each time students start a course. All this information could be automatically obtained from a deployed educational tool.

The main contributions of adding a system like IPSS to an educational tool can be summarized as follows:

1) to detect flaws or inconsistencies in the learning designs such that the total time exceeds the expected course duration,
2) to propose automatically new learning designs thus saving time to teachers,
3) to consider students results in these new learning designs which will help to improve its quality.

Integrating IPSS and TANGOW

The integration of IPSS and TANGOW requires a correspondence between the information, and knowledge, about students and learning designs in both systems. To achieve this, metadata extracted from the TANGOW system and the tutors who design a course, will be translated into the planning representation language, and vice versa: the solutions found by the planner will be mapped into the educational platform representation language. We have designed an integration that doesn’t need interleaving (in real time) of the educational with the planning processes. Figure 5 shows the architecture of the extended educational-planning system that result from this integration. The left side of the figure represents the two initial systems (TANGOW and IPSS). The right side shows the new modules designed to map the data between both systems.

The whole monitored learning process, and therefore the integrated system, can be described in four main steps:

1) Initially, the tutor:
   - Defines the teaching tasks and rules to build the adaptive course, by using the TANGOW tool.
   - Assigns to each task a priority, and a time estimation (a high priority means that the task is considered to be essential in the learning process). Data are entered using the Priority/Time module.
   - Selects the number and kind of dimensions that will be used to generate the meta-data.

![Fig. 5. Integration of TANGOW tool and IPSS system.](image-url)
In our example, the tutor has considered that
the knowledge-student level is a parameter to
be taken into account for adaptation
purposes.

2) Once the students have interacted with
TANGOW, several log files are stored in the
system. Using this information (students logs,
teaching tasks, rules, task priorities, time estima-
tion) the meta-data are generated based on
logs and educator estimations.

3) Once the meta-data are obtained from the
students’ logs, the statistical module analyses
the results (i.e. number of students that have
passed a particular exam, question or course
module), and the duration time for each course
module. Then the mapping module proceeds as
follows:

– The meta-data, and the statistical
information, are used to generate the domain
and the initial state that will be used later by
IPSS to solve the defined problem.

– By using the log files and the statistical
information, IPSS looks for solutions that
solve possible flaws in the initial learning
design by taking into account the teaching
task decomposition, its priorities and
estimated duration time.

– For each student profile, a plan is generated
with a possible scheduled course.

– Finally, these solutions are mapped as new
proposals that will be evaluated by the course
designers. These proposals relate to
modifying task durations, removing a
particular task or reordering tasks in a
particular course module.

To understand how the whole system is able to
flexibly generate new solutions (or LD), once a
particular problem is detected through the utili-
zation of the statistical module, two of the previous
processes need to be analysed:

1) How the IPSS-based planning domain and the
IPSS-planning problem are generated from
TANGOW and the statistical data.

2) How these data are handle by IPSS to generate
new solutions.

**IPSS-based domain to automatically redesign
TANGOW courses**

In the example shown above, the course designer
(by using the Priority/Time module) provides the
IPSS system with the metadata needed to control
the course. Data are shown in Table 1.

The information showed in Table 1, provides the
initial maximum time estimation for each course
module (and their related submodules). We have
included the estimated time for each task and
subtasks in the column labelled Simul.(min.). The
simulated time required to complete each of the
modules, for a group of 100 students, appears in
the next column. In this example we have consid-
ered that the simulated time to finish the modules
(ADTIntro, ADTStrC and ADTTypeC) has not
been correctly estimated by the tutor, so the actual
time required to complete them is greater than
predicted. These estimations are calculated by
using the average among the completion times
required by all the students. The last two columns
in Table 1 refer to the priority and the success rate
for each module and related submodules. The
priority of each task is given by the tutor whereas
the success rate is obtained from the statistical
module.

This information is translated into the syntax
required by IPSS to decide which task could be
modified. These modifications are usually related
to time duration (i.e. to reduce or increase the
time duration of a particular task) or ordering among
tasks. All the IPSS operators in the domain are
created dynamically from the tasks defined in
TANGOW. Consequently, each course will have a
different domain definition. To show how the
IPSS operators are generated let us consider the
ADTTypeC task of Table 2 extracted from Fig. 3.

This task is composed of three subtasks which
are represented in the set of preconditions of the
IPSS operator to be applied. Other preconditions
depend on:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Max. Time (min.)</th>
<th>Simul. (min.)</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Success (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADTIntro</td>
<td>Adding tasks 2 to 6 = 135</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ADTTProg</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ADTDDef</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ADTIObj</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ADTISam</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ADTIEexer</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ADTStrC</td>
<td>Adding tasks 8 to 11 = 140</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ADTStrCDef</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ADTStrCDep</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ADTStrCSam</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ADTStrCEexer</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ADTTypeC</td>
<td>Adding tasks 13 to 15 = 80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ADTTypeCTeo</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ADTTypeCSam</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ADTTypeCEexer</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) the priority of the instantiated task being lower or equal than the base priority defined by the educators,
2) the duration of the task based on the tasks already inserted in the plan and
3) the number of students that have achieved the task is equal or higher than the base percentage defined by the educators.

The operator has only one effect, that the student learns the task.

Regarding the problem definition, the first part of Fig. 6 shows some initial conditions for the problem. This information is automatically taken from the data introduced by the educators, such as priorities and relationships among tasks and subtasks, from the log files that contain task durations, and form the tests solved by the students that indicate the number of students that have passed or failed a specific task.

The second part of Fig. 6 shows the high level goals that IPSS needs to accomplish. In this case, there are two goals: that Mary and Anthony learn the ADT course. These two meta-goals will be decomposed into lower level goals, that is, for Mary and Anthony to learn the ADT course they need to learn each course unit. Then, these two meta-goals are translated into the following goals:

(learnt Mary ADTIntro) (learnt Mary ADTStrc)(learnt Mary ADTTypeC) . . .
(learnt Anthony ADTIntro) . . . (learnt Anthony ADTTypeC) . . .

Generating new proposals
The previous example, and the corresponding simulated times (see Table 1), have been implemented to show how IPSS is able to generate solutions when there is not enough time to execute all the teaching tasks. In this situation the process is as follows:

1) It looks for OR rules that have not been executed, and removes the subtasks with a lower priority (see Fig. 7).
2) If no OR-rules are available, an ANY-rule is selected and its (N) subtasks are ordered by using its priorities (ANY-rules are ordered by their relative time precedence, those rules that will be immediately executed are selected first)
   a. Higher priority subtasks are scheduled and executed.
   b. If there is not enough time to execute all the subtasks, new ANY-OR-rules are generated.
   This new kind of rules is generated by incorporating the N-1 subtasks with a higher priority in the ANY-rule into a new ANY-rule, and by creating a new OR-rule with taskN (the task with a lower priority in the original ANY-rule (see Fig. 7).
3) Once the ANY-OR-rule is generated, it is applied and a new course schedule is created.
This new schedule is created by removing the lower priority subtask from the ANY-rule (see Fig. 7).
   a. If the new proposed course schedule is adequate, this solution is given to the teachers for their analysis and approval.
   b. Otherwise, a new ANY-OR-rule is generated as follows: the ANY-OR-rule is transformed into a new ANY-rule (now with N-2 subtasks) and a new OR-rule (that includes taskN-1). This process is recursively performed until a solution is found (therefore, the ANY-OR-rules generation stops when a teaching plan that can be scheduled in the available time for the course is found).

```lisp
(initial state
  (and (base-priority 2)
    (compose ADTTypeC ADTTypeCteo ADTTypeCsam ADTTypeCExer)
    (duration ADTTypeC (60 60))
    (priority ADTTypeC 3)
    (priority ADTTypeCteo 2)
    (priority ADTTypeCsam 1)
    (priority ADTTypeCExer 3)
    (success ADTIntro 80)
    (success ADTstrc 50)
    (success ADTTypeC 60)
    (base-success 45)
    ...
  )
)(goal (and (learnt Mary ADT)
    (learnt Anthony ADU))))
```

Fig. 6. Problem definition.
From the example in Fig. 7, IPSS will suggest that the course designer add extra time to a task or remove some of the subtasks because the students need too much time to complete them and some (high priority) tasks could be missing. Therefore, if no extra time can be added to the introductory task, some fewer priority subtasks could be removed or summarized.

In the previous example (see Table 1) some tasks have been overestimated (ADTStr task), or underestimated (ADTIntro and ADTTypleC tasks); then IPSS (and the new proposed rules) can suggest that the course designer reduce the total time assigned to lower priority subtasks (i.e. ADTStrCDef and ADTStrCExer) to reassign this extra time to other underestimated tasks. However, this extra time is not enough to complete the whole course (this is a problem because we could miss some important subtasks in the course). Although 10 minutes have been gained, we need 15 minutes to complete the first task (150–135) and 10 minutes to complete the last one (ADTTypleC, 90–80). Consequently, it is necessary to redesign the course to obtain about 15 minutes more. Now, the estimated success of different tasks is used to recommend the reduction of a particular module in the course. In our example, the first task (ADTIntro) has a very high rate of success (80%). For this reason the lower priority submodules (ADTExer and ADTIObj) could be reduced (in time duration). Therefore, IPSS will suggest to the course designer a reduction of both subtasks. The planner distributes these reductions by applying the following criterion (heuristic): ‘the higher the priority the lower the reduction in time’. If we assume that the course designer has assigned five minutes as the minimum time for the ADTIObj task, the new proposed design of this module is shown in Table 3.

**EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

To test the performance of the proposed approach, data were first needed from student interaction with the TANGOW system. Afterwards the statistical module would analyse these data and propose a new course structure to course designers. With this intention, it was decided to use synthetic logs, generated from a real course, to feed data into IPSS; finally, suggestions generated by IPSS were evaluated by experts (teachers) and provided feedback about its behaviour.

**Synthetic logs**

Tools for improving course design based on log analysis, such as the one presented in this paper, generally do not interact directly with the delivery system or adaptation engine (TANGOW in this case), but through the generated logs. For this reason, they can be built independently from the delivery system and also from the method used to generate the log files. Synthetic logs (that is, logs generated by a program rather than resulting from the real interaction of users with the system) provide developers and evaluators of log-based
tools with a practical way of testing these tools, saving time and resources. This is especially useful when it is not possible or convenient to test the tools with final users, i.e. testing an adaptive course before it is delivered to students. In these cases it is useful to utilize synthetic logs for testing how a tool works. SIMULOG (SIMulation of User LOGs) [20] can be used for this purpose because it generates log files similar to the files recorded when students interact with the TANGOW system. It reads the course description and, based on a randomly generated student profile, reproduces the steps that a student with this profile would take when following a course. Student profiles are generated by using a random function that follows a Gaussian distribution, based on user defined parameters. For example, let us assume that the SIMULOG user defines that 70% of the generated logs would correspond to students with language=’English’ and the remaining 30% with language=’Spanish’. If 200 students have to be simulated, SIMULOG will generate 200 log files, 140 of which will correspond to students with language=’English’ on average.

It is worth mentioning that SIMULOG mimics the decisions taken by the adaptive system. For example, if the course description contains a rule stating that for ‘young’ students, activity A1 is composed of subactivities S1 and S2, which will have to be tackled in this order (S1 before S2), after recording a visit to activity A1, SIMULOG will record visits to activities S1 and S2, respectively. The user can specify the distribution for every attribute (dimension) defined at the course description, and distributions will be combined to generate each student profile. For example, if user profiles with 90% of the instances having language=’English’, 90% having experience=’novice’ and 90% having age=’young’ were defined, the expected outcome would be that around 73% of the generated logs would correspond to a user profile with language=’English’, experience=’novice’ and age=’young’, on the average.

**Experimental setup and results**

In order to test the advantages of the proposed approach, synthetic logs simulating the interaction of 100 students with the system have been generated. All of them have a profile corresponding to goal=detailed, backgroundC=no. Regarding the knowledge attribute, 50% have knowledge=novice while the other 50% have knowledge=advanced. Simulated times for completing tasks are generated accordingly to a normal distribution with a mean = 30 minutes. In this way, on the average, 75% of the tasks are completed in 18.5–41.5 minutes. With respect to the course designer estimation, as is shown in Table 1 above, these numbers indicate that most of the students spend more time than anticipated on tasks 1 to 6, while most of them stay within the estimated limits for tasks 7 to 15.

Exercise tasks have an attribute indicating whether they have been solved successfully or not. In the example course there are three practical tasks for the simulated profile. For the ADTExer and ADTTypeCExer tasks the logs show that only 20% of the students failed them. As for the ADTSrCExer task, the logs show that 50% of the students failed. This fact indicates a potential problem in this task. IPSS generates a plan with the sequence of operators that transforms the initial state into a goal state where the start and end times are satisfied. Figure 8 shows the solution generated from the initial conditions in Fig. 6. In the solution, IPSS instantiates each operator by giving value to its different variables: the student, the tasks, the subtask list that composes the task, the duration, etc.

The fact that some (sub)tasks (operators instantiated) have prerequisite relationships with others already performed, imposes the restriction that the starting time of a (sub)task must be later in time than the ending time of its prerequisite (sub)tasks. This is the case of the “OP ADTIDef” and “OP ADTIObj” operators in Fig. 8. The starting time of “OP ADTIObj” is equal to the ending time of “OP ADTIDef”. Since the Sequencing mode is “AND”, all the tasks must be performed sequentially. But these prerequisite relationships may not exist between other tasks such as the “OP App3” and “OP App4” tasks that can be executed in parallel.

By using the previously described experimental setup and results, six teachers with teaching experience in courses based on “Data Structures”, “Programming in C” or “Structured and Object Oriented Programming” have evaluated the usefulness of this approach. All of these educators were requested as ‘possible’ coordinators of this course, to analyse the solutions produced by the scheduling algorithm and to compare them with the initial course planning. Table 4 shows their evaluation, which was carried out by using a questionnaire of five basic questions, with a range of values from 1 to 7 (from worst to best), related to the quality and usefulness of the solutions given by the system.

They found the new generated courses (modifications and suggestions from the IPSS system)
appropriate with a satisfaction level of 6.74 (up to 7) and with a standard deviation (s.d.) of 8.7%, and especially useful the automatic capacity of the system to predict the time to be spent on each task and to be able to modify the tasks proposed to each student at each time according to this dynamic information (6.23 with a s.d. of 18.4%). The whole quality of the proposed courses, taking into account how many of those modifications could be used by the educators in a real course, was 5.87 (s.d. 11.3%), which indicates that the main suggestions would be incorporated in the final program course.

They highlighted the usefulness of the integration of IPSS and TANGOW in the sense that this makes it possible to help students to learn on their own not only by considering their personal features, needs and task accomplished, but also time predictions and real time measures, helping them to better organize their learning tasks. Therefore, most of the educators agreed about the possibility of using this approach in other kind of courses (6.83 with a s.d. 3.4%), because the current approach is both independent of the course contents (it uses statistical information to detect problems), and domain independent to propose solutions. The worst results in our evaluation were related to the usability capabilities of our current approach (3.22 with a s.d. 32.6%), although some educators found the output of the planner (most of them had previous experience in AI techniques) usable, the current situation is that an automatic mapping from these outputs are necessary to alleviate the work of understanding and reusing the information obtained from the planner.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have presented a new approach to control and monitor Learning Design through the integration of planning and scheduling techniques in a particular Web-based adaptive learning tool (TANGOW). The system can be described as a new e-learning platform that integrates a solving-reasoning module. This module is able to solve problems related to course design aspects such as task timing and ordering.

The proposed methodology requires several mapping processes to correctly translate the data (and metadata) provided by the tutors, and the results obtained from tutors/students interactions, into an appropriate representation that can be used by the reasoner system (IPSS). The generated plans will finally be translated into a new Learning Design, in the form of proposals that can be checked and verified by the course designer.

Decisions taken by the solving-reasoning module regarding task timing and ordering can also be evaluated, and wrong decisions can be detected by data mining techniques that analyse student interactions within an adaptive course. For example, student results in tests and exams can be analysed to automatically detect learning units where the success rate is under an expected threshold or inappropriate task sequencing, among others. In this sense, it is possible to detect situations in which plans generated by IPSS+TANGOW lead to bad results or provoke undesirable user behaviours (i.e. students jumping from one task to another unexpectedly, students getting noticeably bad results in practical tasks, students abandoning the course, etc.). To detect undesirable situations, an evaluation module based on data mining techniques will be incorporated into the proposal. Some work has already been done in this direction, such as [21], with the aim of automatically evaluating adaptive courses in TANGOW, or [22], in which automatic recommendations are given based on Web usage mining techniques.

The main advantage of our approach, in comparison to other adaptive tutoring systems and e-learning platforms, is that in most existing systems the adaptation is based only on the current student behaviour. However, the proposed approach uses the information collected from the interactions of all the students enrolled in the course since it was deployed. In this way, the adaptation evolves from being an individual-based to a global-based one.
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